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(54) .  Vehicle driving apparatus 

(57) A vehicle driving apparatus that operates a mo- 
tor generator efficiently for improving driving comfort. 
The apparatus includes a motor generator (26) and a 
connecting mechanism (10,10a,14,16,18). The con- 
necting mechanism connects the motor generator to an 
auxiliary device (22) and selectively connects the motor 
generator to the engine. When the engine is maintained 
in an automatically stopped state, the motor generator 

is disconnected from the engine and drives the auxiliary 
device. When the engine stopping condition is satisfied, 
the rnotor generator rotates an engine drive shaft, thus 
suppressing vibration otherwise caused by stopping of 
the engine. When the engine starting condition is satis- 
fied, the motor generator rotates the engine drive shaft 
to generate force to move the vehicle. In this state, the 
engine is started. When the vehicle is moving, the motor 
generator generates power through the engine. 
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Description 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to vehicle driving 
apparatuses, and, more particularly, to vehicle driving 
apparatuses that selectively connect a motor generator 
to an engine.   _   
[0002] Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication 
Nos. 11-147424 and 9-324668 describe a vehicle driv- 
ing apparatus that connects a motor geneiBtor to an en- 
gine through a power distributing mechanisrh, or a pul- 
ley and a belt, the power distributing mechanism also 
connects the motor generator to auxiliary devices such 
as an air-conditioning compressor and a power steering 
pump. The power distributing mechanism is connected 
to the engine drive shaft through a clutch.; ' ' 
[0003] When the vehicle is traveling in a normal oper- 
ation mode, the clutch is engaged with the power dis- 
tributing mechanism such that the motor; generator gen- 
erates power In accordance with the power of the en- 
gine. The engine may include an economy running sys- 
tem or an automatic stop system. The system autorhat- 
Ically stops the engine when/for example, the Vehicle 
stops at a signal and automatically re-starts the engine 
when the vehicle Is operated to re-start, thus lowering 
power consumption. When the engine is automatically 
re-started by this system, the power distributing mech-. 
anism is engaged with the clutch such that the motor 
generator activates the engine. . / 
[0004] When the economy running systerin automati- 
cally stops the engine, the clutch is released such that 
the motor generator drives the auxiliary devices without 
rotating the engine drive shaft. That is, the motor gen- 
erator is selectively connected to the engine, thli^ Im- 
proving the efficiency of the motor generator. ~ ' 
[0005] However, the operation efficiency of the motor 
generator can still be improved. In other words, the mo-. 
tor generator can be operated more efficiently to im- 
prove the vehicle's perfonnance. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION , 

[0006] Accordingly, it is an objective of the present in- 
vention to provide a vehicle driving apparatus that op- 
erates a motor generator further efficiently to Improve 
driving comfort. 
[0007] To achieve the foregoing and other objectives 
and in accordance with the purpose of the present in- 
vention, the invention provides a vehicle driving appa- 
ratus installed in a vehicle that has an engine driven by 
a drive shaft. The apparatus automatically stops the en- 
gine if a predetermined condition for stopping the engine 
is satisfied and automatically starts the engine If a pre- 
determined condition for starting the engine is satisfied. 
The vehicle Includes an auxiliary device that is connect- 
ed to the engine. The apparatus further includes a motor 
generator, a connecting mechanism, an auxiliary device 

driving means, a vibration suppressing means, a vehicle 
•  starting means, an engine starting means, and a 

traveling-mode power generating means. The motor 
generator is selectively connected to the engine. The 

5   connecting mechariism connects the mbtor generator to 
the auxiliary device, and the connecting mechanism se- 
lectively connects the motor generator to the engine. 

..^    The auxiliary device driving means enables the connect- 
ing mechanism to disconnect tlie motor generator from 

'io the engine and drives the auxiliary device through the 
motor generator in response to a request to drive the 
auxiliary device when the engine is maintained in an au- 
tomatically stopped state. The vibration suppressing 
means controls rotation of the drive shaft of the engine 

^5   in the stopped state through the niotor generator for sup- 
\ pressing vibration caused by stopping of the engine 

r " .  when the engine stopping condition is satisfied. The ve- 
_ ,  hide starting nieans controls the rotation of the drive 

shaft of the erigine through the motor generator for gen- 
^0   erating force to move the vehicle when the engine start- 

ing condition is satisfied. The engine starting rfiearis 
starts the engine through the rotation of the drive shaft 

■    of the engine controlled by the vehicle starting means 
.    when the engine starting condition is satisfied. The 

25 traveling-niode power generating means enables the 
motor generator to generate power through the rotaitibn 
of the drive shaft of the engine when the vehicle is 
traveling. ' . 
[0008]   A further perspective of the present invention 

30 is a method for controlling a vehicle driving apparatus 
that Includes a motor generator, an auxiliary device, and 
a connecting mechanism. The connecting mechanism 
connects the motor generator to the auxiliary device and 
selectively connects the motor generator to an engine. 

. 35 The method includes the following steps. The steps in- 
clude automatically stbpping the engine when a prede- 
termined condition for stopping the engine is satisfied, 
automatically starting the engine when a predetermined 
condition for starting the engine is satisfied, enabling the 

40 connecting mechanism to disconnect the motor gener- 
ator from the engine and driving the auxiliary deyice 
through the motor generator in response to a request to 
drive the auxiliary device when the engine is maintained 
in an automatically stopped state, suppressing vibration 

45 caused by stopping of the engine by enabling the con- 
necting mechanism to connect the motor generator to 
the engine and CQntrolling shaft rotation of the engine In 
the stopped state through the motor generator when the 
engine stopping condition is satisfied, enabling the con- 

50 necting mechanism to connect the motor generator to 
the engine and controlling the shaft rotation of the en- 
gine through the motor generator for generating force to 
move a vehicle when the engine starting condition is sat- 
isfied, starting the engine through the shaft rotation of 

55 the engine when the engine starting condition is satis- 
fied, and enabling the connecting mechanism to con- 
nect the motor generator to the engine and enabling the 
motor generator to generate power through the engine 
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when the vehicle is traveling. 
[0009] Other aspects and advantages of the invention 
will become apparentfrom the following description, tak- 
en in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, il- 
lustrating by way of example the principles of the inven- 
tion. 

^BBIEE-QESCRIEXIQ |vJ.iD EXHE.D B AW! NG S_ 

[0010] The inventipn, together with objects and ad- 
vantages thereof, may best be understood by reference 
to the following description of the presently preferred 
embodiments together with the accompanying drawings 
in which: 

Fig. 1 Is a diagrammatic view showing a vishlcle 
driving apparatus of an embodiment according to 
thepresent invention; 

Fig. 2 is a flowchart showing an automatic engine 
stopping procedure performed by ari ER-ECU of the 
apparatus of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is.a flowchart showing an engine-stopped^ 
. mode M/G control procedure performed by the 

ER-ECU;' 

Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing an automatic engine 
starting procedure performed by the ER-ECU; 

Fig. 5 is a flowchart showing an engine-starting M/ 
-G control procedure perfomied by the ER-ECU; 

Fig. 6 is a flowchart showing a traveling-mode M/G 
control procedure perfomied by the ER-ECU; 

Fig. 7 is a flowchart showing a deceleration-mode 
M/G control procedure perfomied by the ER-ECU; 
and - 

Fig. 8 is a timing chart corresponding to the M/G • 
operation of the apparatus of Fig. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0011]   In the drawings, like numerals are used for like 
components throughout. 
[0012] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a vehicle 
driving apparatus 100 of one embodiment of the present 
invention. A vehicle engine 2 and a control device for 
the apparatus 100 are also shown. The engine 2 Is a 
gasoline engine. 
[0013] The power of the engine 2 is transmitted from 
a crankshaft (a drive shaft) 2a of the engine 2 to an out- 
put shaft 6a through a torque converter 4 and an auto- 
matic transmission (hereinafter referred to as an "A/T') 
6. The power is then transmitted to the wheels of the 
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vehicle. This structure forms a drive force transmitting 
system-from the engine 2 to the wheels. Further, the 
power of the engine is transmitted to a belt 14 through 
a pulley 10 that is connected to the crankshaft 2a. The 
pulley 10 rotates poileys 16, 18. The pulley 10 is con- 
nected to an electrbrnagnetic clutch 10a that selectively 
transmits the engine power from the crankshaft 2a to 

..the pulley 10.^   '. .... ,  
[0014] The pulley 16 is connected to a rotary shaft of 
an auxiliary device 22, andthe auxiliary device 22 is driv- 
en by the power frorn the belt 14. Although only one is 
shown in Fig. 1, this embodiment may include a plurality 
of auxiliary devices such as an airycohditioning com- . 

. pressor, a power steering purnp, and an engine coolihg 
water pump. Each device has a pulley that rotates with 
thebelt14. • .    . \ 
[0015] A motor generator (hereinafter referred to as 
an "M/G") 26 is connected to the belt 14 through the pul- 
ley 18. The M/G 26 selectively functions as a power gen- 
erator (in a power generating mode).That lis, the M/G 
26 converts the engine power, which is transmitted from. 
the engine 2 to the M/G 26 through the belt 18, to electric 
energy. Further, the M/G 26 selectively functions as a 
motor (in a driving mode) to drive at least the engine 2 
or the auxiliary device 22 through the pulley 18 and the 
belt 14, :    . ; \ ■ ;    :   \ ; : 
[0016] VThe M/G 26 is connected to an inverter 28. 
When the M/G 26 operates In the power generating 
mode, the inverter 28 receives an alternate current from 
the M/G 26 and converts the current to a direct current. 
The Inverter 28 supplies the direct current to a battery 
30 for a high-voltage (in this embodiment, 36V) power 
source, .thus charging the battery 30. The inverter 28 al- 
so supplies the direct current to a battery 34 for a low- 
vpltage (in th Is embodiment, 12 V) power source through 
a DC/DC COnyerter 32, thus charging the battery 34. the 
inverter 28 further supplies the direct current to, for ex- 
ample, an ignition system, various meters, and various 

. ECU'S, through the DC/DC converter 32. 
[0017] ; If . the M/G OfDerates in the driving mode, the 
Inverter 28 supplies power from the high-voltage power 

"source battery 30 to the M/G 26. The M/G 26 thus drives 
the auxiliary device 22 through the pulley 18 and the belt 
14 if the engine 2 is stopped (an engine-stopped mode). 
In contrast, the M/G 26 rotates the crian k shaft 2a of this 
engine 2 when the engine 2 is automatically started (In 
an autorhatic engine starting mode) or the engine 2 is 
automatically stopped (in an automatic engine stopping 
mode) or the vehicle is started (in a vehicle starting 

.mode). The inverter 28 adjusts the power supply from 
the high-voitage power source battery 30 to coiritr^pl the 
speed of the M/G 26. / . ^ - 
[0018] . A starter 36 is used for cold starting of the en- 

. gine^2._More_specifically, the.starter36 is supplied with 
power from the low-voltage power source battery 34 to 
rotate a ring gear (not shown), thus starting the engine 2. 
[0019] The A/T 6 includes an electric hydraulic pump 
38 that is supplied with power from the low-voltage pow- 
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er source battery 34. The hydraulic pump 38 supplies 
hydraulic fluid to a hydraulic pressure control unit (not. 
shown) of the AJT6. The control unit incorporates a con- 
trol valve that controls the supply of the hydraulic fluid 
to adjust the operation of a clutch of the A/C 6, a brake, 
and a one-way clutch. The stage of the A/C 6 is thus 
selectively shifted. 
rQ0201 An economy running electric controLunit (herer^ 
inafter referred to as an "ER-ECU") 40 controls the op-. 
eration of the electromagnetic clutch 10a and various 
operation modes of the M/G 26. The ER-ECU (control 
circuit) 40 also controls the inverter 28 and the starter 
36 and the charge level of each battery 30, 34, The M/ 
G 26 incorporates a rotational speed sensor that trans- 
mits the speed at which the rotary shaft of the M/G 26 
rotates to the ER-ECU* 40. The ER-ECU 40 judges 
whether or not an economy running system (an ER sys- 
tem) is activated based on the operation state of an 
economy running switch (ER switch). The ER-ECU 40 
also gathers various other data. . 
[0021] An engine ECU 48 controls the operation of the 
hydraulic pump 38, the shifting of the AJT 6, the opera- 
tion of a fuel injecting valve 42 (an intake port injecting 
type or an incyllnder injecting type), the opening size of 
a throttle valve 46, which is opened by an, electric motor 
44, the operation of the auxiliary devices ^except for a 

. water pump, and.other operations of the engine 2. 
[0022] The engine ECU 48 acquires various data 
such as the engine coolant temperature THW from a 
coolant temperature sensor, the operation state of an 

^accelerator pedal.from an idle switch, the accelerator 
depression amount ACCP from an accelerator opera-,. 
tion amount sensor, thesteering angle 6 from a steering 
sensor, the vehicle speed SPD from a vehicle speed 

. sensor, the throttle opening size TA from a throttle open- 
ing sensor, the shift position SHFT from a shift position 
sensor, the engine speed NE from an engine speed sen- 
sor, and the operation state of the ER system from the 
ER switch. The engine ECU 48 controls the engine 2 in 
accordance with the data, '.   ; . ' ' 
[0023] A vehicle stability control ECU (VSC-ECU) 50 
automatically controls the brakes of the wheels. For this 
purpose, the VSC-ECU 50 acquires data such as the 
depression state of a brake pedal from a brake switch. 
[0024] Each ECU 40,48,50 includes a microcomput- 
er (central processing unit (CPU)), a read only memory 
(ROM), and a random access memory (RAM). Each mi- 
crocomputer executes a predetermined computing pro- 
cedure in accordance with a program stored in its ROM, 
thus performing various control procedures based on 
the result of the computation. 
[0025] The ECU's 40, 48, 50 communicate with one 
another to exchange their computation results and ac- 
quired data. The ECU'S 40, 48, 50 thus exchange data 
as necessary for perfomiing coordinated control proce- 
dures. 
[0026] The ER-ECU 40 performs the following vehicle 
operating control procedures. An automatic engine 

stopping procedure and an automatic engine starting 
procedure are executed when the ER switch is turned 
on. 
[0027] Fig. 2-is a flowchart showing the automatic en- 

5 gine stopping procedure. The ER-ECU 40 repeatedly 
executes the automatic engine stopping procedure In 
relatively short cycles. 

 [0028] . To perform the automatic engine stopping pro- 
cedure, the ER-ECU 40 first detects the operation state 
of the vehicle to judge whether or not the procedure is 
needed (step S110). More specifically, in 5110^ the 
ER-ECU 40 receives data such as the coolant temper- 
ature THW from the coolant temperature sensor,, the op- 
eration state of the accelerator pedal from the . idle 
switch, the voltage of each battery 30, 34, the depres- 
sion state of the brake pedal from the brake switch, and 
the vehicle speed SPD from the vehicle speed sensor. 
The ER-ECU 40 then stores the data in a memory 
(RAM). 
[0029] Subsequently, the ER-ECU 40 Judges whether 
or not a condition for Initiating the automatic engine stop- 
ping procedure is met based on the data stored ih the 
RAM (step S120). More specifically, the judgment is 
based on, for example, the following five items.   ~ . * 

(1) The engine 2 is already warmed up but is not 
excessively heated (the engine coolant tempera- 
ture THW is lower than a miaximum level but is high- 
er than a minimum level). 

(2) The.accelerator piedal is not depressed (the jdle 
switch Is turned on).; ^ 

(3) The charge level of each battery 30,34 reaches 
a predetermined level. ' ' 

(4) The brake pedal is depressed (the brake switch 
is turned on). 

(5) The vehicle is stopped (the vehicle speed SPD 
is 0 km/h). 

[0030] if all these Items (1)-(5) are satisfied, the 
ER-ECU 40 determines that the condition for initiating 
the automatic engine stopping procedure Is met. 
[0031] Otherwise, or if one of these Items Is unsatis- 
fied, the ER-ECU 40 determines that the initiating con- 
dition is not satisfied, thus discontinuing the procedure. 
[0032] Thus, if the vehicle is stopped, for example, at 
a signal and all items (1 )-(5) are satisfied, the ER-ECU 
40 stops a traveling mode M/G control procedure of Fig. 
6 (steps 130). 
[0033] The ER-ECU 40 then stops the engine 2 (step 
S140). More particularly, the ER-ECU 40 instructs the 
engine ECU 48 to cut the fuel supply to the engine. In 
response to the instruction, the engine ECU 48 stops 
fuel injection through the fuel injecting valve 42 and fully 
closes the throttle valve 46. This interrupts combustion 
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in each combustion chamber, thus stopping the engine 
2. In this state (engine stopped state), the crankshaft 2a 
of the engine 2 Is still rotating. 
[0034] Next, the ,ER-ECU 40 Initiates an englne- 
stopped-mode IVI/G control procedure (Fig. 3) and sus- 
pends the automatic engine stopping procedure (in step 
S150). 

-[0035]^ Eg_.^3^s_a J|owchart_showing Jhe^engine-. . 
stopped-mode WG control procedure. This procedure 
is initiated in accordance with S150 of the automatic en- 
gine stopping procedure and is repeatedly perfomied in 
relatively short cycles. 
[0036] In the engine-stopped-mode M/G control pro- 

■ cedure, the ER-ECU 40 first judges whether aflag Xstop 
is ON or OFF.(step S210). The flag Xstop indicates 
whether or hot an engine-stopped-mode vibration sup- 
pressing procedure Is being perfomied. The flag Xstop 
switches.to OFF when the ER-_ECU 40Js_activated and 
when acondition for Initiating the automatic engine start- 
ing procedure (l=^ig. 4) is met in the automatic engine 
starting procedure. : . 
[0037] Thus, the flag Xstop Is Initially OFF. According- 
ly, the ER-EGU 40proceeds to step S220 and activates 
(turns on) the electromagnetic clutch 10a of the pulley 
10. If the electromagnetic clutch 10a has already been 
activated, the ER-ECU 40 maintains the electromagnet- 
ic clutch iOa as activated In this step. The ER-ECU 40 
maintains the electromagnetic clutch 10a as activated 
in other similar steps If the electromagnetic clutch 10a 
has already been activated. Subsequently, in step S230, 
the ER-ECU 40 switches the M/G 26 to a driving mode. 
[0038] The ER-ECU 40 then selects a target Idle 
speed NEId1 (for example, 600 rpm) as a target engine 
speed NEt of the engine 2 (step S240). 
[0039] ■ Next, the ER-ECU 40 instructs the inverter 28 
to control the output power of the M/G 26. In response, 
to the Inst ruction, the Inverter 28 drives the M/G 26 such 
that the^ engine speed NE becomes the target engine 
speed PMEt (step S250). In this state, the crank shaft 2a 
of the engine 2 is rotated integrally with the M/G 26 • 
through the pulley 18, the belt 14, and the pulley 10. 
[0040] The ER-ECU40thenjudgeswhetherornotthe 
engine speed NE has reached the target engine speed 
NEt (step S260). If the judgment is negative, the. 
ER-ECU 40 discontinues the engine-stopped-mode M/ 
G control procedure. 
[0041] Afterwards, the ER-ECU 40 repeatedly per- 
fomis 'the steps S220 to S250 until the engine speed NE 
reaches the target engine speed NEt. Afterwards, the 
ER-ECU 40 judges whether or not a reference time has 
elapsed since the engine speed NE reached the target 
value NEt (step S270). The reference time Is, for exam- 
ple, 0.5 to three seconds. The ER-ECU 40 repeatedly 
perfomns the steps S220 to S260 until the judgment of 

. S270 becomes positive. 
[0042] If the judgment of S270 becomes positive, or 
the reference time has elapsed, the ER-ECU 40 sets the 
flag Xstop to ON (step S280). The ER-ECU 40 then dis- 

continues the engine-stopped-mode M/G control proce- 
dure. . - - 
[0043] As described, when the operation of the engine 
2 is maintained, as stopped, or during the engine 

5 stopped mode, theiVI/G 26 rotates the crankshaft 2a of 
the engine 2 at a speed equal to an idle speed. Thus, 
with the throttle valve 46 fully closed, the pressure in 

„ .__each cylinder.of the engine 2 is sufficiently lowered. In 
this state, the differences in load torque applied by the 

10 .combustion chambers are relatively small. This reduces 
the torque variation caused by the rotation of the crank- * 
shaft 2a. Accordingly, vibration is reduced during the en- 
gine stopped mode, which improves driving comfort. •'' 
[0044]   Subsequently, In step S280, the ER-ECU 40 

^5  sets the flag Xstop to ON. Accordingly; when resurning 
the engine-stopped-mode M/G control procedure, the 
ER-ECU 40 Judges negative In step S210, or the flag 

.   Xstop is ON, in step S21.0 and proceeds to step S290. 
[0045]   In S290, the ER-ECU 40 judges whether or not 

20 there is a request for driving any auxiliary device." If the 
judgment is positive^ the ER-ECU 40 de-activates (turns 
off) the electromagnetic clutch lba (step S300) and 
switches the M/G 26 to the driving mode (step S310). If 
the eiectromagnetic clutch 10a has already been de-ac- 

25 tivated before S300, the ER-ECU 40 maintains the elec- 
tromagnetic clutch .1 Oa as de-activated in S300; The 
ER-ECU 40 maintains the deactivation of the electro- 
magnetic clutch 10a in other similar steps if the electro- 
magnetic clutch 10a has already been de-activated. 

30 [0046] Subsequently, in step S320, the ER-ECU 40 
selects a rotational speed NMGidI as a target rotational 
speed NMGt of the M/G 26. The value NMGidI Is ob- 
tained by converting the target idle speed NEid1 to a 
rotational speed of the M/G 26. In step S330, the 

55 ER-ECU 40 controls the M/G 26 through the Invertier 28 
such that the actual rotational speed NMG of the M/G 
26 reaches the target rotational speed NMGt. The 
ER-ECU 40 then suspends the engine-stopped-mode 
M/G control procedure. 

40   [0047]   If the judgment of S290 is negative, or there is 
no request for driving an auxiliary device, the ER-ECU 
40 stops the M/G 26 in step S340, thus suspending the 
engine-stopped-mode M/G control procedure. 
[0048]   Accordingly, if there is a request for driving the 

45 auxiliary device 22, the M/G 26 drives the auxiliary de- 
vice 22 such that the auxiliary device 22 operates in the 
same manner as it does when the engine 2 idles. In oth- 
er words, even during the engine stopped mode, the air 
conditioner or the power steeririg device is operated as 

50   needed. ■ : . -. 
[0049]   Further, In this procedure, the deactivation of 
the eiectromagnetic clutch 10a is maintained when the 
M/G 26 drives the auxiliary device 22. That Is, the crank- 

_  shaft 2a of the engine 2 does not rotate i n th is state. This 
55 reduces power corisumption, which decreases fuel con- 

sumption. 
[0050] Rg. 4 is a flowchart showing the automatic en- 
gine starting procedure. The ER-ECU 40 repeatedly 
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performs the automatic engine starting procedure in rel- 
atively short cycles. 
[0051] To perform the automatic engine starting pro- 
cedure, the ER'ECU 40 acquires data pertaining to the 
operational state of the vehicle such as the engine cool- 
apt temperature THW, the operational state of the idle 
switch, the charge level of each battery 30, 34, the op- 
erational state of the brake switch, and the vehicle 
speed SPD. The EC-ERU 40 stores the data in its RAM 
(step S410). Based on the data, the EC-ERU 40 judges 
whether or not it should execute the automatic engine 
starting procedure. 

. [0052] More specifically, the ER-ECU 40 judges 
whether or not a condition for initiating the automatic en- 
gine starting procedure is met based on the data stored 
ih its RAM (step S420). The ER-ECU 40 detemrilnes that 
the condition for initiating the automatic engine starting 
procedure is met if the engine 2 has been stopped Jn. 
'accordance with the automatic engine stopping proce- 
dui-e and at least one of the following five items is un- 
satisfied. 

(1) The engine'2 is already warmed up but is not 
excessively heated (the engine coolant tempera- 
ture ThiW is lower than the maximum ievd but is 
higher than the minimum level). ■ . ^ 

(2) The accelerator pedal is not depressed (the idle 

(3) The charge level of each battery 30, 34 reaches 
a predetermined levei. 

(4) The bral<e pedal is depressed (the brake switch 
istumedon). 

(5) The vehicle is stopped (the vehicle speed SPD 
is 0 km/h), 

[0053] If the engine 2 has been stopped for a purpose 
otherthan the automatic engine stopping procedure; the 
judgment of S420 is negative. That is, the ER-ECU 40 
determines that the condition tor initiating the automatic 
engine starting procedure is not met. Also, the judgment 
Is negative If all items (1)-(5) are satisfied, regardless of 
whether or not the engine 2 has been stopped for the 
purpose of the automatic engine stopping procedure. In 
these cases, the ER-ECU 40 suspends the automatic 
engine starting procedure. 
[0054] In contrast, if the engine 2 has been stopped 
in accordance with the automatic engine stopping pro- 
cedure and the ER-ECU 40 determines that the condi- 
tion for initiating the automatic engine starting procedure 
is met, the ER-ECU 40 discontinues the engine- 
stopped-mode M/G control procedure of Fig. 3 (step 
S430). Subsequently, in step S440, the ER-ECU 40 in- 
itiates an engine-starting M/G control procedure (Fig. 5) 
and a traveling-mode M/G control procedure (Fig. 6). 

The ER-ECU 40 then sets the flag Xstop to OFF (step 
S450) and suspends the automatic engine starting pro- 
cedure. 
[0055] Fig. 5-is a flowchart showing the engine-start- 

5 ing M/G control prociedure. The engine-starting M/G 
control procedure is iriitiated in step S440 of the auto- 
matic engine starting procedure and is repeatedly per- 
formed in relatively short cycles. 
[0056]   In the engine-starting M/G control procedure, 

10 the ER-ECU 40 first instructs the engine ECU 48 to stop 
the ofDeration of the air conditioner (step S510) if the air 
conditioner is operating. In response to the instruction, 
the engine ECU 48 stops the operation of the air condi- 
tioner. This reduces the. load that acts on the M/G 26 

IS  during the engine starting mode.' 
[0057]   The EPt-ECU 40 then activates the electro- 

' magnetic clutch 10a (step S520) and switches the M/G 
26 to the driving mode (step 8530). Subsequently, in 
step 8540. the ER-ECU 40 controls the output power of 

20  the M/G 26. More specifically; the ER-ECU 40 controls 
the M/G 26 to rotate the crankshaft 2a of the engine 2 
such that the engine speed rapidly increases to the tar- 
get idle speed NEidi, for example, 600 rpm. 

.   [0058]   Next; in step S550, the ER-ECU 40 judges 
.25   whether or not the accelerator pedal has been de- 

- pressed after the initiation of the M/G staring procedure. 
. : If the judgment is negative, the ER-ECU 40 controls the 

M/G 26 to rnaintain the engine speed NE at the target 
- . idle spe^d fslEidl In step S560.^^       . ' 

30 . [0059] : Afterwards, in step S580, the ER-ECU 40 judg- 
'     es whether or not the engine speed NE has been main-" 
^ * tained at the target Jdle speed NEidi for a predeter- 

mined tirrie. If the judgment is negative, the ERyECU ^O 
suspends the engine-starting M/G control procedure. 

35 [0060] ; However, if the judgmeht of S580 js positWe, 
the ER-ECU 40 instructs the engine ECU 48 to resume 
fuel injection (step 8570). In response to the instruction, 
the engine ECU 48 enables the fuel Injecting valve 42 
to inject fuel. The engine 2 is thus started. 

40 [0061] More specifically, fuel injection is resumed 
when the crankshaft 2a of the engine' 2 rotates at the 
target idle speed NEidi. The engine 2 is thus smoothly 
started and the operation of the engine 2 is rapidly sta- 
bilized. Further, since the M/G 26 maintains the crank- 

45   shaft 2a in a rotating state until the fuel injection is re- 
. sumed, the torque converter 4, which Is maintained in a 

non-lockup state, generates creep power, thus permit- 
ting the vehicle to proceed. In addition, fuel injection is 
resumed in the engine 2 while the M/G 26 is operating 

50   to move the vehicle. This irnproves driving comfort. 
[0062]   If the judgment of S550 is positive, that is, if 

' the accelerator pedal is depressed before the engine 
speed NE reaches the target idle speed NEidi, the 
ER-ECU 40 immediately instructs the engine ECU 48 to 

55   start fuel injection (step 8570). Accordingly, the engine 
2 is rapidly started when needed. 
[0063]   Fig. 6 is a flowchart showing the traveling- 
mode M/G control procedure. The procedure is initiated 
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in step S440 of the automatic engine starting procedure 
and Is repeatedly performed In relatively short cycles.... 
[0064] In the traveling-mode M/G control procedure, 
the ER-ECU 40 first judges whether or not the engine 2 
has been started in accordance with the engine-starting 
WG control procedure (Fig. 5) (step S610). If the judg- 
ment Is negative, that is, if the engine 2 has not started, 

_thelEBrEC.Ujl-0,suspends the travellng-mode M/G cori- 
trol procedure.'ln contrast, if the judgment is positive be- 
cause the engine 2 has been started, the ER-ECU 40 
discontinues the engine-starting M/G control procedure 
(stepS620).   ' : 

. [0065] Subsequently, the ER-ECU 40 instructs the 
engine ECU 48 to pemnit the air conditioner to be acti- 
vated (step S630). That.is. If It is required that the air 
conditioner is activated/the engine ECU 48 operates the 
air conditioning compressor in accprdance with rotation 
of the pulley 16, thus driving the.air conditioner. 
[0066] .The ER-ECU 40 thenjudges whether or not the 
vehicle is in a state otherthan a deceleration mode (step 
S640). More specifically, the ER-ECU 40 determines 
that the vehicle is in the deceleration mode if, for exam- 
ple, the accelerator pedal is released such that the idle 
switch is turned on,. 
[0067] If the judgment of S640 is positive, or the ve- 
hicle is in a state other than the deceleration mode (the 
idle switch is turned off), the ER-ECU 40 actuates the 
electromagnetic clutch 10a in step S650. The ER-ECU 
40 then switches the M/G 26 to the power generating 
mode (step S660) and suspends the traveling-mode W 
G control procedure. Accordingly, as long as the vehicle 
is in a normal traveling mode, the M/G 26 generates 
power, thus charging the batteries 30, 34 and supplying 
the electric systems with the power 
[0068] Incontrast, if the judgment of step S640 is neg- 
ative, or the vehicle is in the deceleration mode, the 
ER-ECU 40 executes a deceleration-mode M/G control 
procedure (step S700). 
[0069] Fig. 7 is a flowchart showing the deceleration- 
mode M/G control procedure. 
[0070] In the deceleration-mode M/G control proce- 
dure, the ER-ECU 40 first judges whether or not a de- 
celeration-mode fuel cutting (F/C) procedure has been 
completed (step S710), 
[0071] More specifically, If the vehicle is In the decel- 
eration mode, the engine ECU 48 perfomns the decel- 
eration-mode F/C procedure. That is, the engine ECU 
48 suspends the fuel injection until the engine speed NE 
decreases to a reference value for resuming the fuel in- 
jection . (in this -embodiment, the target idle speed 
NEidI). When the engine speed NE reaches the target 
idle speed NEIdl, the engine ECU 48 shifts the torque 
c6nverter,48 from a lockup state to a non-lockup state 
and resumes the fuel injection. This prevents an engine 
stall from being caused by a drop in the engine speed 
NE.' 
[0072] If the judgment of S710 is negative, or the 
ER-ECU 40 detemiines that the deceleration-mode F/ 

C procedure is being perfonned, the ER-ECU 40 acti- 
vates the electromagnetic clutch 10a (step S720). Fur- 
ther, the ER-ECU 40 switches the M/G 26 to a high-volt- 
age power generating mode, or a power regenerating 
mode (step S736). fri the power regenerating mode, the 
M/G 26 generates power at a voltage higher than it does 
in the power generating mode. More specifically, al- 

_ though the operation of the engine 2 is. stopped during 
the deceleration-mode F/C procedure, the crankshaft 
2a Is maintained in a rotating state due to movement of 

. the wheels. The rotation of the crankshaft 2a Is trans- 
mitted to the M/G 26 throughthe pulley 10, the belt 14, 
and the pulley 18, In this state, the M/G 26 generates 
power while recovering the energy generated by the 
movement of the vehicle as power. 
[0073]   The ER-ECU 40 then sets a flag Xend to ON 

_;(step S740). The flag Xend indicates whether or not a 
procedure for increasing the engine speed NE should 
be stopped. The ER-ECU 40 suspends the. decelera- 
tion-mode M/G control procedure after S740. 
[0074] If the engine speed NE drops to the fuel-injec- 
tion-resuming reference value during the deceleration- 
mode F/C procedure after the M/G 26 recovers the en- 
ergy generated by the movement of the vehicle in the 
regenerating mode, the engine ECU 48 stops the F/C 
procedure. The ER-ECU 40 thus detemnines that the F/ 
C procedure is complete in step S710 and resumes the 
fuel injection. 
[0075] Subsequently, in step S750, the ER-ECU 40 
judges whether or not the engine speed NE is higher 
than an engine-stall reference value NEL. The engine- 
stall reference value NEL is smaller than the fuel-injec- 
tion-resuming reference value. That is, if the engine 
speed NE is lower than the engine-stall reference value 
NEL regardless of the resumption of fuel injection, the 
ER-ECU 40 determines that an engine stall is likely to 
occur 
[0076] If the engine speed NE is equal to or higher 
than the engine-stall reference value NEL, the ER-ECU 
40 determines that the engine operation Is stable and 
that an engine stall is unlikely to occur. The ER-ECU 40 
then proceeds to step S760 and judges whether or not 
the flag Xend is ON. In this case, the flag Xend has al- 
ready been switched to ON In step S740 such that the 
judgment of step S760 becomes positive. The ER-ECU 
40 thus proceeds to step S780 to stop the M/G 26 and 
suspends the deceleration mode M/G control proce- 
dure. 
[0077] In contrast, if the judgment of S750 is positive, 
or the engine speed NE is lower than the engine-stall 
reference value NEL, the ER-ECU 40 detemiines that 
the engine 2 has failed to re-start normally and that an 
engine stall is likely to occur. The ER-ECU 40 then pro- 
ceeds to step S790 and sets the flag Xend to OFF. 
[0078] Subsequently, the ER-ECU 40 activates the 
electromagnetic clutch 10a (step S800) and switches 
the M/G 26 to the driving mode (step S810). Further, in 
step S820, the ER-ECU 40 controls the output power 
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generated by the M/G 26. More specifically, the ER-ECU 
40 controls the M/G 26 to raise the engine speed NE to  . 
the target idle speed NEid1. 
[0079]   The ER-ECU 40 then judges whetheror notthe 
engine speed NE has reached the target idle speed 5 
NEidI in step S830. If the judgnient is negative, the 
ER-ECU 40 suspends the deceleration M/G control pro- 
cedure.  . - .  
[0080]   Aftenwards, as long as the ER-ECU 40 deter- 
mines that the engine speed NE is lower than the en- io 
gine-stall reference value NEL, the ER-ECU 40 repeat- . 
edly perfonns the steps S790 to S830. Even If the judg- 
ment of S750 becomes positive, that is, if the ER-ECU 
40 determines that tlie engine speed NE Is equal to or 
higher than the,engine-stall reference value NEL, the ; is 
flag Xend remains OFF as long as the engine speed NE . 
Islowerthan the target Idle speed NEidI . The judgment 
of step S760 thus remains negative, ajid the.ER-ECU 
40 repeats steps S800 to S830. 
[0081]   If the engine speed NE reaches the target idle : 2o 
speed NEidI in accordance with the controlling of the ^ / 
output power of the M/G 26, the ER-ECU 40 determines  . ' 
that the engine operation is stable of will be stabie'.The . 
ER-ECU 40 thus sets the flag Xend to ON in step 5740 
[0082]   Accordingly, in the subsequent cycle of the de- 25 
celeration-mode M/G control procediir^e, the ER-ECU ; 
40 judges that the flag Xend is ON in step S760 and ' • 
stops the M/G 26 in step S780. ^ / 
[0083]   As described, in this embodiment, if the engine 
2 cannot operate stably after completing the decelerar: >o 
tion-mode F/C procedure, the M/G 26 increases the en- V 
gine speed NE, thus preventing the engine stall from oc-. 
curring. In contrast, if the engine speed NE reaches a ; 
sufficient level after completion of the deceleration- 
mode F/C procedure, the M/G 26 dose not increase the 35 
engine speed NE. 
[0084]   If the ignition switch is turned on by the driver 
to perform cold starting of the engine 2 with the starter, 
36, the ER-ECU 40 executes the steps S640 to S660 _ 
and S700 of the traveling-mode M/G control procedure 40 
(Rg. 6). If these steps are followed by step SI 30 of the 
automatic engine stopping procedure (Fig. 2), the steps 
S640 to S660 and S770 are suspended. 
[0085]   Fig. 8 is a timing chart corresponding to the op- 
eration of the M/G 26. As shown in the chart, even If the -^5 
automatic engine starting procedure and the automatic 
engine stopping procedure are repeated frequently, the 
M/G 26 operates efficiently in a constant manner. The 
operation of the M/G 26 includes the traveiing-mode 
power generation, deceleration-mode power regenera- so 
tion, the deceleration-mode engine stall prevention, the 
automatic-engine-stopping-mode vibration reduction, 
and the engine-stopped-mode auxiliary device opera- 
tion (and stopping of the M/G 26). 
[0086]   In this embodiment, the pulleys 16,18 and the ss 
belt 14 form a rotation transmitting mechanism and the 
electromagnetic clutch 10a and the pulley 10 form a 
clutch mechanism. 

[0087] The ER-ECU 40 is an engine-stopped-mode 
auxiliary device driving means when executing the steps 
S300 to S330 of Fig. 3 and is-an engine-stopped-mode 
vibration suppressing means when executing the steps 
S220 to S270 of Fig: 3. The ER-ECU 40 is an engine- 
starting-mode driving means when executing the steps 
S520 to S540 of Fig. 5 and Is ah automatic engine start- 

. ing .means when executing the steps S550 to S570 of 
Fig. 5 . The ER-ECU 40 is an engine-started-mode pow- 
er generating means when executing the steps S650 
and S660 of Fig. 6. The ER-ECU 40 is a deceleration- 
mode energy recovering means when executing the 
steps S720 and S730 of Fig. 7 and is a deceleration- 
mode engine stall preventing means when executing 
the steps S740 to S760 and S790 to S830 of Fig. 7. 
[0088] The vehicle driving apparatus 100 of the illus- 
trated embodiment has the following advantages. 

(1) During the engine-stopped-mode M/G control 
procedure, the ER-ECU 40 disconnects the M/G 26 
from the engine 2 when the engine 2 is stopped. 
The ER-ECU 40 thus enables the M/G 26 to drive 
the auxiliary device 22 while the engine 2 is main- 
tained as stopped. This lowers fuel consumption. 

(2) During the engine-stopped-rnode M/G control 
procedure, the ER-ECU 40 connects the M/G 26 to 
the engine 2. In this state, the M/G 26 rotates the 
crankshaft 2a of the engine 2 in which the fuel in- 
jection is suspended. This suppresses vibration, 
otherwise .caused by stopping of the engine 2, thus 
improving driving cornfort. 

(3) During the engine-starting M/G control proce- 
dure, the.ER-ECU 40 enables the M/G 26 to rotate 
the crankshaft 2a of the ehgine 2, thus gienerating 
force to move the vehicle. Thus, the vehicle is 

. smoothly started when the condition for starting the 
engine 2 Is satisfied. Further, the fuel injection is re-' 
sunried in the engine 2 while the M/G 26 maintains 
the criankshaft 2a in the rotating state. The vehicle 
is thus smoothly started. 

(4) During the deceleration-mode M/G control pro- 
cedure, the ER-ECU 40 connects the M/G 26 to the 
engine 2 if the F/C procedure is being performed. 
The ER-ECU 40 thus enables the M/G 26 to gener- 
ate power and recover the energy generated by the 
movement of the vehicle. This reduces fuel con- 
sumptiori. If the engine speed NE becomes lower 
than the engine-stall reference value NEL during 
the deceleration-rhode M/G control procedure, the 
ER-ECU 40 connects the M/G 26 to the engine 2 
such that the M/G 26 rotates the crankshaft 2a of 
the engine 2. This prevents an engine stall from oc- 
curring. 

Particularly, if the fuel injection is suspended to 
allow the M/G 26 to recover an increased ievei of 
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energy generated by the movement of the vehicle 
such that the engine speed NE becomes relatively 
low, resuming of the fuel Injection may cause the 
engine stall. However, in the illustrated embodi- 
ment, the M/G 26 increases the speed the crank- 
shaft 2a to prevent the engine stall from occurring. 

-(5)-The'ER-EGU'40-executes the engine-stopped— 
•mode M/G control procedure, the engine-starting 
M/G control procedure, and the traveling-mode M/ 
G control procedure to operate the M/G 26 efficient- 
ly, as shown |n Fig. 8. The vehicle driving apparatus 
100 thus improves driving comfort. 

(6) One end of the crankshaft 2a of the engine 2 is 
connected to the wheels through the torque con- 
verter 4 with a lockup mechanism and the A/T 6. 
The pulley 10 is connected to the other end of the 
crankshaft 2a. That is, the power of the engine 2 is 
transmitted to the wheels through the converter 4 
and the A/T 6 that are normal types.* Accbrdingiy, 
the present invention maybe easily applied to a nor- 
mal engine that does not include a major design 
change. . 

(7) The rotation of the M/G 26 is transmitted to the 
engine 2 in a decelerated state corresponding to a 
deceleration ratio between the pulleys 18, 10. For 

■example, the rotation of the M/G 26 is transmitted 
to the engine 2 in accordance with the deceleration 
rate of 1/2.5! This increases rotation torque of the 
engine 2 when the M/G 26 rotates the crankshaft 
2a. Accordingly, even if the M/G 26 is minimized, 
the M/G 26 rotates the crankshaft 2a stably such 
that the vehicle is started smoothly. The vehicle 
driving apparatus 100 thus may be minimized such 
that the vehicle becomes lighter. This reduces the 
power consumed by the rotation of the M/G 26, 
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. [0092] After the engine speed NE reaches the target 
idle speed N Eid1 in the engine-stopped-mode M/G con- 
trol procedure, the rotation speed of the M/G 26 may be 
gradually decreased before the M/G 26 is stopped or 
the electromagnetic clutch 10a is de-activated. In this 
case, the rotation speed of the crankshaft 2a of the en- 
gine 2 also gradually decreases. This prevents the 

-creep power transmitted to the wheels through the 
torque converter 4 from dropping rapidly. Accordingly, 

. vibration caused by the stopping of the engine 2 is fur- 
ther efficiently suppressed, thus improving, the driving 
comfort. Also, the M/G 26 is stopped or the electromag- 
netic clutch 10a may be de-activated immediately be- 
fore the engine speed NE reaches a resonance causing 
range. This suppresses vibration further efficiently. 
[0093] The present examples and embodiments are 
to be considered as illustrative and not.restrictive and 

• the invention is hot to be limited to the details given here- 
in, but may be niodified within the scope and equiva- 
lence of the appended claims. 
[0094] A vehicle driving apparatus that operates a 
motor generator efficiently for improving driving comfort. 
The apparatus includes a motor generator (26) and a 
connecting mechanism (10,10a,14,16,18). The con- 
necting mechanism connects the motor generator to an 
auxiliary device (22) and selectively connects the motor 
generator to the engine. When the engine is nnaintained 
in an automatically stopped state, the motor generator 
is disconnected from the engine and drives the auxiliary 
device. When the engine stopping condition is satisfied, 
the motor generator rotates an engine drive shaft, thus 
suppressing vibration otherwise caused by stopping of 
the engine. When the engine starting condition Is satis- 
fied, the motor generator rotates the engine drive shaft 
to generate force to move the vehicle. In this state, the 
engine is started. When the vehicle is moving, the motor 
generator generates power through the engine. 

. (8) The single M/G 26 perfonns the various func-   40 . Claims 
tlons of Fig. 8. This saves the space in the vehicle 
driving apparatus 100. Further, the manufacturing 
cost of the vehicle driving apparatus 100 is reduced. 

[0089] It should be apparent to those skilled in the art 45. 
that the present invention may be embodied in many 
other specific forms without departing from the sprit or 
scope of the invention. Particulariy, it should be under- 
stood that the invention may be embodied in the follow- 
ing forms. / 
[0090] The ER-ECU 40 may enable the M/G 26 to 
generate power in step S780 of the deceleration-mode 
M/G control procedure (Fig. 7).        -     . - - 
[0091]   In the illustrated embodinrient, the rotation - 
transmitting mechanism that connects the M/G 26 to the 55 
auxiliary device 22 includes the pulley and the belt. How- 
ever, the rotation transmitting mechanism may include 
a sprocket combined with a chain or combined gears. 

A vehicle driving apparatus, which is installed in a 
vehicle that has an engine connected to a drive 
shaft, wherein the apparatus automatically stops 
the engine if a predetermined condition for stopping 
the engine is satisfied and automatically starts the 
engine if a predetermined condition for starting the 
engine is satisfied and includes a motor generator 
(26) that is selectively connected to the engine, 
wherein the vehicle includes an auxiliary device that 
is connected to the engine, the apparatus being 
characterized by: 

-^a connecting mechanism (10,10a,14,16,18), 
wherein the connecting mechanism connects 
the motor generator to the auxiliary device, and 
the connecting mechanism selectively con- 
nects the motor generator to the engine; 
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an auxiliary device driving means (40), wherein 
the auxiliary device driving means enables the .. 
connecting mechanism to disconnect the motor 
generator from the engine and drives the aux- 
iliary device through the motor generator In re- 
sponse to a request to drive the auxiliary device 
when the engine Is maintained In an automatl- 
caily stopped state:   
a vibration suppressing means (40), wherein 
the vibration suppressing means controls rota- 
tion of the drive shaft of the engine in the 
stopped state through the motor generator for 
suppressing vibration caused by stopping of 
the engine when the engine stopping condition 
is satisfied; 
a vehicle starting means (40), wherein the ve- 
hicle starting means controls the rotation of the 
drive shaft of the engine through the motor gen- 
erator, for generating force to move the vehicle 
when the engine starting condition is satisfied; 
an engine starting means (40), wherein the en- 
gine starting means starts the engine through 
the rotation of the drive shaft of the engine con- 

. trolled by the vehicle starting means when the 
engine starting condition is satisfied; arid . 
a traveling-mode power generating means 
(40), wherein the traveling-mode power gener- 
ating means enables the motor generator to 
generate power through the rotation of the drive 

. shaft of the engine when the vehicle is 
traveling. '    .: 

The apparatus according to claim 1, further char- 
' acterized by: 

an energy recovering means (40), wherein the 
energy recovering means enables the connect- 
ing means to connect the motor generator to 
the engine and enables the motor generator to 
generate power through the rotation of the drive 
shaft of the engine for recovering energy gen- 
erated by rhovement of the vehicle when fuel 
supply to the engine is suspended due to de- 
celeration of the vehicle; and 
an engine stall preventing means (40), wherein 
the engine stall preventing means enables the 
connecting mechanism to connect the motor 
generator to the engine and enables the motor 
generator to Increase the engine speed for pre- 
venting an engine stall from occurring if the en- 
gine speed becomes lower than a reference 
value after the fuel supply to the engine is re- 
sumed. 
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so 

a rotation transmitting mechanisnri (14.16,18) 
that connects the motor generator to the auxil- 

-   iary device; and 
a clutch-mechanism (10,10a)that selectively 
connects the rotation transmitting mechanism 

. . to the drive shaft of the engine. 

. Jhe apparatus accprding to claim 3, characterized 
in that the rotation transmitting mechanism in- 
cludes a pulley (16,18) and a belt (14), and the 
clutch mechanism Is located at the drive shaft of the 
engine and has a pulley (10) that is connected to 
the belt of the rotation transmitting mechanism and 
a switching mechanism (10a) that selectively con- 
nects the pulley to the drive shaft of the engine. 

The apparatus according to claim 3, characterized 
. In that the rotation transmitting mechanism in- 

cludes a'sprocket and a chain, and the clutch mech- 
anism is located at the drive shaft of the engine and 
includes: 

'. a sprocket that is connected to the chain of the 
rotation transmitting mechanism; and 

. a switching mechanism that selectively con- 
nects the sprocket to the drive shaft of the en- 

•     gine! • 

The apparatus according to claim 3, characterized 
Jn that the rotation transmitting mechanism' in- 
' eludes a plurality of gears, and the clutch mecha- 
nisni includes: ^ ~ \ 

. a clutch gear that Is connected to the gears of 
the rotation transmitting mechanism; and / 
a switching mechanism that selectively con- 
nects the clutch gear to the drive shaft of the 
engine. 

The apparatus according to claim 3, further char- 
acterized bay: 

a torque converter (4), which Is connected to 
the drive shaft of the engine; and 
an automatic transmission (6), which is con- 
nected to the torque converter. 

The apparatus according to claim 7, characterized 
in that the torque converter Is connected to a first 
end of the drive shaft of the engine, and the clutch 
mechanism Is connected to a second end of the 
drive shaft, wherein the second end is opposite to 
the first end.- 

The apparatus according to any one of claim 1 and 
2, characterized in that the connecting mecha- 
nism Includes: 

55 9. The apparatus according to claim 3, characterized 
in that the connecting mechanism reduces the ro- 
tation speed of the motor generator and rotates the 
drive shaft of the engine In accordance with the re- 
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duced rotation speed when the clutch mechanism 
connects the motor generator to the engine  

10. The apparatus according to any one of claim 1 and 
2, characterized In that the engine includes a 
throttle valve that adjusts the amount of air supplied 
to the engine, and the vibration suppressing means 
temporarily^ rotates the, dnve shaft of ttie engine, in 

" which the throttle valve is fully closed, at a speed 
equal to an idle speed through the rotation of the 
motor generator for reducing the pressure in each 
cylinder of the engine when the engine is stopped. 

11. The apparatus according to any one of claim 1 and 
2, characterized in that the vehicle Includes an ac- 

. celerator pedal, and the engine starting means 
starts the engine after maintaining the engine speed 

^ at a predetermined value for a predetermined tinrie 
. if the accelerator pedal is not depressed. 

12. A method for controlling a vehicle driving apparatus 
that includes a motor generator (26), an auxiliary 

.. device (22), and a connecting mechanism (10,10a, 
• .14,16,18) that connects the motor generator to the 

auxiliary device and selectively connects the motor 
generator to an engine, the method being charac- 
terized by the steps of: 

the motor generator to generate power through 
. . - .the engine when the vehicle is traveling. 

13. The method according to claim 12, further charac- 
5        terized by the steps of: 

enabling the connecting mechanism to connect 
. .„ the motor generator to the engine and enabling 

the motor generator to generate power through 
shaft rotation of the engine for recovering en- 
ergy generated by movement of the vehicle 
when a fuel supply to the engine is suspended 
due to deceleration of the vehicle; and ; 
enabling the connecting mechanism to connect 
the motor generator to the engine and increas- 
ing the engine speed through the hnotor gener- 
ator for preventing an engine stall if the engine 
speed becomes lower than a reference value 
after the fuel supply is resumed. 

14. A vehicle driving apparatus, which is installed in a 
vehicle that has an engine connected to a drive 
shaft, wherein the apparatus automatically stops 

.the engine if a predetermined condition for stopping 
• the engine is satisfied and automatically starts the 

; •   " engine if a predetermined condition for starting the 
- engine is satisfied and includes a motor generiator 
, (26) that is selectively connected to the engine, the 

. apparatus being characterized by: 

.\a connecting mechanism (10,10a,14,16,18), 
•■ wherein the connecting mechanism selectively 

connects the motor generator to the engine; ■ 
ia vibration suppressing means (40), wherein 
the vibration suppressing meians controls rota- 
tion of the drive shaft of the engine in the 
stopped state through the motor generator for 
suppressing vibration caused by stopping of. 
the engine when the engine stopping condition 

- lis satisfied; ; ■ 
a vehicle starting means (40), wherein the ve- 
hicle starting means controls the rotation of the 
driveshaftof the engine through the motor gen- 
erator for generating force to move the vehicle 
when the engine starting condition is satisfied; 
and       . ■ 
an engine starting means (40), wherein the en- 
gine starting means starts the engine through 
the rotation of the drive shaft of the engine con- 
trolled by the vehicle starting means when the 
engine starting condition is satisfied. . 

15. Jhe apparatus according to claim 14, further char- 
_.'^_acterjze.dby: 

&n engine stall preventing means (40). wherein 
the engine stall preventing means enables the 
connecting mechanism to connect the motor 

10 

15 

'20 

25 

automatically stopping the engine when a pre- 
determined condition for stopping the engine is 30 
satisfied; 
automatically starting the engine when a pre- 
determined condition for starting the engine is 
satisfied; •. . 
enabling the connecting mechanism to discon- 35 
nect the motor generator from the engine and 
driving the auxiliary device through the motor 
generator in response to a request to drive the 
auxiliary device when the engine is maintained 
in an autornatically stopped state; .   - 40 
suppressing vibration caused by stopping of 
the engine by enabling the connecting mecha- 
nism to connect the motor generator to the en-' 
gine and controlling shaft rotation of the engine 
in the stopped state through the motor genera- 45 
tor when the engine stopping condition Is sat-" 
isfied; - 
enabling the connecting mechanism to connect 
the motor generator to the engine and control- 
ling the shaft rotation of the engine through the so 
motor generator for generating force to move a 
vehicle when the engine starting condition is 
satisfied; 
starting the engine through the shaft rotatiori of . „ _, 
the engine when the engine starting condition ss 
is satisfied; and 
enabling the connecting mechanism to connect 
the motor generatorto the engine and enabling 

11 
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generator to the engine and enables the motor 
generator to increase the engine speed for pre- • 
venting an engine stall from occurring if the en- 
gine speed becomes lower than a reference 
value after the fuel supply to the engine is re- s 
sumed. 

 ,16-, A vehicle driving apparatus, whinh IR ingtallpH in a 
vehicle that has an engine connected to a drive 
shaft, wherein the apparatus automatically stops io 
the engine if a predetennined condition for stopping 
the engine is satisfied and automatically starts the 
engine if a predetermined condition for starting the ^ 
engine is satisfied and includes a motor generator 
(26) that is selectively connected to the engine, the is 
apparatus being characterized by: 

.      a connecting mechanism. (10,1 Oa,14,16,18), 
wherein the connecting mechanism selectively 
connects the motor generator to the engine; . 

. and , - ■ ,    . - '.   ^] \       ■ . 
a control circuit(40), wherein the control circuit 

^  controls rotation of the drive shaft of the engine 
in the stopped state through the motor genera- 
tor for suppressing vibration caused by stop- 25 
ping of the engine when the engine stopping 
condition is satisfied, controls the rotation of the 
driveshaftof the engine through the motor gen- - 
eratorfor generating force to move the vehicle 
when the engine starting condition js satisfied, 30 

\     and starts the engine through the l-otatipn of the " . 
/ drive shaft of the engine when the engine start- 

ing condition is satisfied. 

17. The apparatus according to claim 16, character-^ 35 
- : . ized in that the control circuit enables the connect- 

ing mechanism to connect the motor generator to 
the engine and enables the motor generator to in- 
crease the engine speed for preventing an engine 

^^stall from occurring if the engine speed becomes 40 
lower than a reference value after the fuel supply to 

,the engine Is resumed. 

45 

so 

55 
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Fig. 2 
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Fig.3 
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Fig.5 
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